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gillian wearing and claude cahun behind the mask another
May 25th, 2020 - Gillian wearing and Claude Cahun behind the mask Claude Cahun was a surrealist who took on a gender neutral name and created a body of work that in turn wearing s art echoes Cahun s'

'gillian wearing aware women artists femmes artistes
May 21st, 2020 - Gillian wearing and Claude Cahun behind the mask another mask national portrait gallery London 9 March 29 May 2017 video archive Gillian wearing reads Claude Cahun"Gillian wearing and Claude Cahun behind the mask another
May 27th, 2020 - Gillian wearing at Claude Cahun's grave 2015 courtesy Maureen Paley London produced in close collaboration with the English artist the exhibition includes some 150 works by the two artists wearing worked for the first time with the National Portrait Gallery in 2011 when the institution missioned from her a portrait of Shami Chakrabarti 2 for its permanent collection'Gillian wearing and Claude Cahun at National Portrait
May 14th, 2020 - Anna Souter Gillian wearing and Claude Cahun behind the mask another mask is at the National Portrait Gallery from 9th March until 29th May 2017 for further information visit here'
'gillian wearing and claude cahun behind the mask another
May 14th, 2020 - Gillian wearing once won the Turner Prize and she is from the west midlands and she is very much alive. Claude Cahun is the dead one. French and born with the fairly dull name of Lucy Schwob in.'

'behind The Mask Another Mask Contemporary Art Curator
May 15th, 2020 — The exhibition Gillian Wearing & Claude Cahun Behind The Mask Another Mask is on display at the National Portrait Gallery from 9 March 29 May 2017. Gillian Wearing The Exhibition was anised in collaboration with Gillian Wearing and supported by The Gillian Wearing & Claude Cahun Supporters Group.'

'gillian wearing and claude cahun behind the mask another
May 5th, 2020 - Visited the Gillian Wearing Claude Cahun exhibition at the portrait gallery. Wonderful wonderful exhibition and research experience as both artists share a fascination with the self portrait and use the self image through the medium of photography to explore themes around identity and gender which is often played out through masquerade and performance.'

'gillian wearing and claude cahun behind the mask another mask
May 22nd, 2020 - This exhibition brings together for the first time the work of French artist Claude Cahun and British contemporary artist Gillian Wearing although they were born almost seventy years apart and.'

'GILLIAN WEARING ARTIST ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS
MAY 17TH, 2020 - CURRENTLY THE NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY IS PRESENTING THE FIRST EXHIBITION TO PAIR CAHUN WITH CONTEMPORARY ARTIST GILLIAN WEARING WHICH CLOSES NEXT WEEK THE TITLE BEHIND THE MASK ANOTHER MASK APTLY SETS THE TONE AS IT DESCRIBES THE WAY IN WHICH THESE TWO DISTINCT ARTISTS PRESENT AND RE PRESENT THEIR IDENTITY WITHIN COMPLETELY DIFFERENT CONTEXTS.

April 23rd, 2020 - Art historian Jean Marie Carey reviews the National Portrait Gallery's publication Gillian Wearing and Claude Cahun behind the Mask Another Mask by Sarah Howgate, published by the National Portrait Gallery London. This catalogue accompanies the eponymous exhibition held at the NPG 17 March 29 September 2017. 208 pages with reproductions of the color and black.
'a review of gillian wearing and claude cahun behind the mask

'a place called space claude cahun behind the mask
May 6th, 2020 - Claude Cahun and Gillian wearing. Behind the mask. Another mask. At the National Portrait Gallery, London. This exhibition draws parallels between the two artists, both of whom share a fascination with the self-portrait and use the self-image through the medium of photography to explore themes around identity and gender which is often played out through masquerade and performance.'


May 9th, 2020 - Gillian wearing and Claude Cahun. Behind a mask. Another mask. Claude Cahun and Gillian wearing came from different backgrounds and were living in different times about a century apart. Szukta Style w sztuce Surrealizmu i Dada.

'inventing masks gillian wearing and claude cahun fisun
'gillian Wearing And Claude Cahun Behind The Mask Another
May 12th, 2020 - Gillian Wearing And Claude Cahun Behind The Mask Another Mask Chapter 1 Art Photography'

'gillian wearing and claude cahun behind the mask another
may 11th, 2020 - gillian wearing and claude cahun behind the mask another mask is temporarily closed until further notice please check the venue s website for the latest details works in this exhibition oscillate between concealment and extroversion"GILLIAN WEARING AND CLAUDE CAHUN SEPARATED BY DECADES
MAY 24TH, 2020 - BEHIND THE MASK ANOTHER MASK GILLIAN WEARING AND CLAUDE CAHUN IS AT NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY UNTIL 29 MAY ST MARTIN S PLACE LONDON WC2H 0HE NPG UK FOLLOW THE TELEGRAPH FACEBOOK ICON"gillian wearing amp claude cahun apollo magazine
May 24th, 2020 - behind the mask another mask this exhibition brings together for the first time the work of french artist claude cahun and british contemporary artist gillian wearing although they were born almost seventy years apart and came from different backgrounds remarkable parallels can be drawn between the two artists'

'GILLIAN WEARING AND CLAUDE CAHUN BEHIND THE MASK ANOTHER
MAY 26TH, 2020 - CLAUDE CAHUN 1930 THIS EXHIBITION BRINGS TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME THE WORK OF FRENCH ARTIST CLAUDE CAHUN AND BRITISH CONTEMPORARY ARTIST GILLIAN WEARING ALTHOUGH THEY WERE BORN ALMOST SEVENTY YEARS APART AND CAME FROM DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS REMARKABLE PARALLELS CAN BE DRAWN BETWEEN THE TWO ARTISTS'

'A CONCEPTUAL ARTIST PAYS HOMAGE TO SURREALIST CLAUDE CAHUN
MAY 19TH, 2020 - GILLIAN WEARING AT CLAUDE CAHUN S GRAVE 2015 GILLIAN WEARING AND CLAUDE CAHUN BEHIND THE MASK ANOTHER MASK CONTINUES AT NATIONAL PORTRAIT
May 24th, 2020 - the photographers Claude Cahun and August Sander are welcomed as the two new members of whom Wearing considers to be her spiritual is there an idea behind the self-portraits of your family members and photographic idols series being contained within coloured frames Gillian Wearing me as Cahun holding a mask of my face. "Claude Cahun"

May 26th, 2020 - Cahun's work looks forward to that of Francesca Woodman Cindy Sherman and Gillian Wearing influenced by Cahun's theatrical works Sherman and Wearing both later explore the assumption of multiple masked personas recalling together Joan Rivière's classic paper on women who employ womanliness as masquerade 1929. "Exhibition behind the mask".

April 14th, 2020 - Gillian Wearing and Claude Cahun behind the mask another mask National Portrait Gallery visited 1 4 17 the exhibition is part of the I am me season of displays and events exploring art gender and identity at the National Portrait Gallery it brings together two photographers of different eras Claude Cahun 1894 1954 and Gillian Wearing 1963'

"Who is Claude Cahun"

May 21st, 2020 - Claude Cahun's fascination with the self portrait allowed her to explore themes around identity and gender this new exhibition at the National Portrait Gallery in London brings together her work".

Gillian Wearing and Claude Cahun Behind The Mask Review

May 26th, 2020 - A Ghost In Kiss Curls How Gillian Wearing And Claude Cahun Share A Mask Read More In 2012 Gillian Wearing Realised Her Own Version Of Cahun's Photograph
Adopting The Same Pose But Without "the Many Masks Of Gillian Wearing And Claude Cahun Blog"

May 22nd, 2020 - Gillian Wearing And Claude Cahun Behind The Mask Another Mask National Portrait Gallery London 9
March 29 May 2017 Lauren Elkin Is The Author Of Flâneuse Women Walk The City And A Lecturer At The University Of Liverpool'

kensington palace on instagram tonight the duchess of
May 18th, 2020 - the duchess toured the exhibition gillian wearing and claude cahun behind the mask another mask with the artist gillian wearing and viewed artwork missioned for the gala

by artists such as grayson perry and juergen teller 

grillian wearing and claude cahun behind the mask another
April 21st, 2020 - this exhibition brings together for the first time the work of french surrealist artist claude cahun and british contemporary artist gillian wearing although they were born
almost seventy years apart and came from different backgrounds remarkable parallels can be drawn between the two artists

claude cahun artworks amp famous photography theartstory
May 25th, 2020 - the highly staged photographs look forward to cindy sherman s identity shifting self portrait photographs e

untitled film series 1977 80 and gillian wearing s more recent mask work cahun s images are a product of their artistic and
social milieu but also paradoxically deal with issues of identity that recur through all ages

Claude Cahun 1894 1954 And British Contemporary Artist Gillian Wearing B 1963'

EXHIBITION BEHIND THE MASK AT THE NPG BRITISH JOURNAL
APRIL 16TH, 2020 - EARLY 20TH CENTURY SURREALIST PHOTOGRAPHER CLAUDE CAHUN 1894 1954 AND CONTEMPORARY ARTIST GILLIAN WEARING E TOGETHER IN THE NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY'S AMBITIOUS NEW EXHIBITION BEHIND THE MASK ANOTHER MASK THE EXHIBITION INCLUDES 100 WORKS BY THE TWO ARTISTS WHO DESPITE BEING SEPARATED BY 70 YEARS HAVE EXTRAORDINARY LINKS ACCORDING TO CURATOR SARAH HOWGATE IN AN INTERVIEW'

'behind-the-mask-another-mask-cahun-amp-wearing-graphiedesign
May 7th, 2020—author nuala513668 posted on march 20 2017 march 20 2017 categories behind the mask another mask cahun amp wearing tags claude cahun gillian wearing oca leave a ment on behind the mask another mask wearing and cahun'

'GILLIAN WEARING AND CLAUDE CAHUN BEHIND THE MASK ANOTHER
MAY 26TH, 2020 - GILLIAN WEARING AND CLAUDE CAHUN BEHIND THE MASK ANOTHER MASK NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY REVIEW 4 SAVE DETAIL OF GILLIAN WEARING'S ME AS CAHUN HOLDING A MASK OF MY FACE 2012 ON DISPLAY"gillian Wearing And Claude Cahun Behind The Mask Another
May 24th, 2020 - It Was During This Time That Gillian Wearing Discovered Claude Cahun 10 She Was An Artist Ahead Of Her Time Wearing Speaks Of A Camaraderie Between Her And Cahun But She Is Not The Only Contemporary Artist To Have Been Influenced By Her Work'

'gillian Wearing And Claude Cahun Behind The Mask Review
May 22nd, 2020 - There Are Chasms Between Gillian Wearing And Claude Cahun In Time And Circumstances The
Photographs Of Cahun Born Lucy Schwob In Nantes In 1894 Were Barely Shown In Her Lifetime And Were' 

May 25th, 2020 - inventing masks gillian wearing and claude cahun fisun

May 13th, 2020 - on 9 march the national portrait gallery opened behind the mask another mask a large exhibition of gillian wearing s work in relation to the practice of french surrealist artist claude cahun wearing is an established british conceptual artist who came to fame during the prominence of the yba s'

'GILLIAN WEARING AND CLAUDE CAHUN BEHIND THE MASK ANOTHER 
MAY 12TH, 2020 – BUY GILLIAN WEARING AND CLAUDE CAHUN BEHIND THE MASK ANOTHER MASK 01 
BY SARAH HOWGATE ISBN 9781855147508 FROM S BOOK STORE EVERYDAY LOW PRICES AND FREE DELIVERY ON ELIGIBLE ORDERS'

April 5th, 2020 - gillian wearing and claude cahun behind the mask another mask by sarah howgate with an essay by dawn ades published by the national portrait gallery london this
Catalogue accompanies the eponymous exhibition held at the npg 17 March 29 September 2017 208 pages with reproductions of the color and black and white photographs from the show.

GILLIAN WEARING AND CLAUDE CAHUN BEHIND THE MASK ANOTHER

April 13th, 2020 - This beautifully illustrated book draws together for the first time the work of French artist Claude Cahun 1894-1954 and British contemporary artist Gillian Wearing and Claude Cahun behind the mask another mask by Sarah Howgate on Vimeo.

GILLIAN WEARING ARTISTS REGEN PROJECTS


Maureen Paley Gillian Wearing

May 25th, 2020 - Wearing Gillian Wearing in collaboration with Wieden Kennedy HD film for projection with sound 5 minutes 2018 statue of Millicent Fawcett Parliament Square London Gillian Wearing amp Claude Cahun behind the mask another mask national portrait gallery London UK 2017

GILLIAN WEARING AND CLAUDE CAHUN BEHIND THE MASK ANOTHER

May 7th, 2020 - Behind the mask another mask brings together gender-defying surrealist French artist Claude Cahun and fellow mask enthusiast Turner Prize winner Gillian Wearing launched on International Women’s Day and coinciding with the 50th anniversary of the partial decriminalisation of homosexuality in the UK the exhibition celebrates the unconventional and explores what is hidden behind public.

BEHIND THE MASK ANOTHER MASK WEARING AND CAHUN

April 10th, 2020 - There is also a whole wall of wearing disguised as an ageing lady what is the parison here with Cahun
s work i could find none the brilliance of wearing s work and the attention to detail was palpable behind in no guise
did she allow us to fet it was gillian wearing behind the mask'
'gillian wearing and claude cahun princeton university press
may 21st, 2020 - this beautifully illustrated book draws together for the first time the work of french artist claude cahun 1894
1954 and british contemporary artist gillian wearing b 1963 although they were born almost a century apart their work shares
similar themes gender identity masquerade and performance'
'gillian wearing and claude cahun national portrait gallery
May 5th, 2020 - behind the mask another mask this exhibition brings together for the first time the work of french artist
claude cahun and british contemporary artist gillian wearing see offer of the week'
'RENEGOTIATING GENDER GENERATIONS APART
MAY 24TH, 2020 - ON THE COVER OF APERTURE S ON FEMINISM ISSUE IS A PHOTOGRAPH BY
GILLIAN WEARING WHO RECREATED A 1927 SELF PORTRAIT BY THE FRENCH WRITER AND ARTIST
CLAUDE CAHUN REDISCOVERED IN THE 1990S CAHUN WAS KNOWN FOR HER GENDER BENDING
THEATRICAL PHOTOGRAPHY WEARING LIKE CAHUN CONCEIVES OF GENDER AS MULTIVALENT
JENNIFER BLESSING WRITES IN AN INTRODUCTION TO A PORTFOLIO OF WEARING S"